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Abstract. Capacitive Voltage Transformers (CVTs) and Current Transformers
(CTs) are commonly used in high voltage (HV) and extra high voltage (EHV)
systems to provide signals for protecting and measuring devices. Transient
response of CTs and CVTs could lead to relay mal-operation. To avoid these
phenomena, this paper proposes an artificial neural network (ANN) method to
correct CTs and CVTs secondary waveform distortions caused by the
transients. PSCAD/EMTDC software is employed to produce the required
voltage and current signals which are used for the training process and finally
the results show that the proposed method is accurate and reliable in estimation
of the CT primary current and the CVT primary voltage.

Keywords: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Capacitive
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1 Introduction
The operation of the protection relays is dependent on the measured signals such as
current and voltage signals which are measured by CTs and CVTs. Thus an error in
these signal measurements could lead to mal-operation or substantial delay in tripping
of the protection relays. The CT and CVT output signals may not follow their input
signals due to the transients mainly caused by current transformers saturation and
discharging of the capacitive voltage transformers internal energy during faults.
Several techniques on the compensation of the distorted secondary current and
voltage signals have been published. An algorithm to estimate the magnetizing
current at each time step by using the magnetization curve of a CT was reported in
[1], the other algorithm detects the saturation using the Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and compensates the distorted section of a secondary current with features
extracted from the healthy section using a least mean square fitting method [2].

Another method is to Compensate the error of CT by using hysteresis and Eddy
characteristic [3]. Some digital methods to correct the secondary waveforms of the CT
are proposed in Ref.[4]. One method is to detect high Source Impedance Ratio (SIR)
conditions that could lead to severe CVT transients and add a time delay to the
tripping decision of distance relay [5].
The method discussed in Ref. [6] proposes the use of artificial neural networks
(ANNs) to correct CVT secondary voltage distortions due to CVT transient. Another
method is to compensate the distorted secondary waveforms of the CVT in the time
domain by considering the hysteresis characteristics of the core [7]. The method
introduced in Ref. [8] proposes the use of compensation algorithms based on of the
CVT transfer function. Some least squares phasor estimation techniques for
estimation of voltage and current phasors are presented in Refs. [9] and [10].
This paper begins with analysis of the contributing factors in CT and CVT transients.
The details of the simulated power system to produce the different cases which are
used in the training and testing process are presented in the later section. An ANN
method for CT and CVT error compensation is presented in section 5. Results clearly
show that the proposed method could estimate the primary signals accurately.

2 CT Transients
CT model used in simulations is shown in Figure1 [11]. Real iron-cored CTs are not
ideal and since the reluctance of the core is not infinite, the current which is obtained
by dividing the primary current (Ip) to the turns ratio (N), is different from the
secondary current (Is) in amplitude and phase due to existence of exciting current (Ie).

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a CT [11]

3 CVT Transients
CVT model used in simulations is shown in Figure 2 [12]. C1 and C 2 are stack
capacitances. L, R, LT 1 and RT 1 are inductance and resistance, respectively, of the
tuning reactor and the step down transformer. L0 and R0 are burden inductance and

resistance and f is a subscript for parameters of the anti-resonance circuit. The CVT
Transients are basically controlled by the following factors:
A. Fault inception angle (point on wave)
The CVT output voltage does not follow the primary voltage for several cycles after
the fault occurs. The timing of the faults on the voltage waveform (fault inception)
affects the CVT transients. The transients of the faults occurring at voltage peaks and
voltage zeros are the least severe and the most severe, respectively [3].

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a CVT [12]

B. Coupling capacitors
The higher the sum of the capacitances (C=C1+C2), the lower the magnitude of the
transients. High-C CVTs decrease the magnitude of the CVT transients but are more
expensive. So there should be a balance between CVT performance and CVT cost
[12].
C. Ferroresonance suppression circuit
There are two models of a ferroresonance suppression circuit which are shown in
Figure 3. The transients of the CVT with the passive model are less severe so the
output voltage is less distorted [12], [6].
D. CVT burden
The energy accumulated in the CVT storage elements could be dissipated in the CVT
burden. Therefore, the different CVT burden could change the shape and duration of
the CVT transients. As a rule, if the CVT is fully loaded, the transients would be less
severe [12].

Fig. 3. Active and Passive Ferroresonance suppression circuit [3]

4 Power System Model
A three-phase 230 kV, radial power system is used in the simulations .The one-line
diagram of this system is shown in Figure 4 and its parameters are shown in Table 1.
Since ANN methods require an adequate amount of data for the training process,
samples of the secondary voltage and current signals are achieved by using
PSCAD/EMTDC software and then the primary voltage and current signals could be
estimated by using the proposed method. The parameters of the CT and CVT are
shown in tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Fig. 4. Structure of the power system model

Table 1. Simulated power System parameters
Generator impedance(Ω)
Line impedance(Ω/km)
Load

1
0.072 + j 0.416
Active power(MW)
Reactive power(MVAR)

100
2

Table 2. CT circuit parameters
Primary turns
Secondary turns
Secondary resistance
Secondary Inductance
Area
Path length
Burden resistance

20
200
0.5Ω
0.8e3H
2.601e-3m*m
0.6377m
0.5 Ω

Table 3. CVT circuit parameters
Capacitor-1
Capacitor-2
Compensating inductance
VT ratio
Primary inductance
Primary resistance
Secondary inductance
Secondary inductance
Eddy current loss at normal conditions
Secondary operation voltage
Operating flux density
Hysteresis loss at normal conditions
Burden resistance
Burden inductance

2920 pF
134952 pF
42 H
43.48
0.47e-3 H
0.05 Ω
0.47e-3 H
0.18 Ω
2.5 W
115 V
0.8 T
5W
301 Ω
2.4 H

5 Proposed Neural Network Compensating Method
5.1 Training patterns

To generate training patterns, the following conditions are changed from the base
case: fault inception angle, fault type and fault resistance. The training pattern data
generation is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Training pattern data generation
Fault inception
angle(°)
Fault type
Fault
resistance(Ω)

Different values between (0-360)with a step of 45 degrees
Single-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase-to-ground, threephase -to- ground
0.01, 1, 100

5.2 Network Structure and Training

An ANN has the ability to learn from data. Such a situation is shown in Figure 5.
Typically many of such input/output pairs are needed to train a network. A very
important feature of these networks is their adaptive nature, where “learning by
example” replace “programming” in solving problems. ANNs can be used to perform
different tasks in power system relaying for signal processing and decision making
[13]. A major problem with ANNs is that there is no exact rule to choose the number
of hidden layers and neurons per hidden layer[14].The most widely used learning
algorithm in an ANN is the Back-propagation algorithm [13],[14].

Fig. 5. A learning cycle in the ANN model
In this paper, for each CT and CVT a feedforward neural network with two hidden
layers is used to process the training input data. The sampling rate is 40 samples per
one 50-Hz cycle. The neural network includes 20 inputs, 20 outputs, two hidden
layers (the first one with 4 neurons and the second one with 3 neurons). The inputs are
the instantaneous values of the secondary current and voltage of the CT and CVT,
respectively and the outputs are the instantaneous values of the primary sides of the
CT and CVT, respectively. A log-sigmoid function as the activation function of the
hidden layer neurons and a tan-sigmoid function for the output layer are used. The
neural network is trained by Back-Propagation (BP) algorithms.
5.3 Test results
The accuracy of the proposed method is tested with patterns which are different from
the training patterns. Figures 6 and 7 show the test results of the CT. Furthermore,
Figures 8 and 9 show the test results of the CVT. The left side figures show the ideal
(primary side), actual (secondary side) and the output of ANN while the right side
figures show the estimation errors. The results show that the ANN output could
exactly follow the ideal CT and CVT outputs ("ideal output" here means the primary

value of CT and CVT and the "actual output" means the secondary side value of CT
and CVT).

Fig. 6. a) CT waveforms for B-G fault with inception angle=300° and fault
resistance=0. 1Ω b) Estimation error

Fig. 7. a) CT waveforms for B-G fault with inception angle=120° and fault
resistance=0. 1Ω b) Estimation error

Fig. 8. a) CVT waveforms for A-B-G fault with inception angle=60° and fault
resistance=0.1Ω b) Estimation error

Fig. 9. a) CVT waveforms for A-B-C fault with inception angle=240° and fault
resistance=0.1Ω b) Estimation error
6 Conclusion

The operation of the protection relays is dependent on the measured signals such as
current and voltage signals which are measured by CTs and CVTs. The CT and CVT
output signals may not follow their input signals due to their inherent transients. An
ANN method for CT and CVT error compensation is presented in this paper which is
an approximation of the inverse transfer function. Test results clearly show that the
proposed method could estimate the primary signals accurately under different
conditions.
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